Divulging the ideas of liberty, the rule of law, social openness, and community activism.

Center For American Studies is a fully independent non-governmental organization located in Poland. We strive to create a civic society among Polish citizens by divulging ideas of liberty, the rule of law, social openness, community activism, and government transparency.

Among our members there are people from all walks of life: young professionals, aspiring academics, opinion leaders, public intellectuals, community activists, and more. We do not only advance broadly understood American studies as an academic discipline, but also inspire others to implement what’s best in the American way of life in their every-day living: approachability, resourcefulness, and individualism combined with commitment towards the local and national community.
WHAT DO WE DO?

WE CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR EDUCATION AND GROWTH
- Workshops, seminars, and summer programs
- Global network of academics, professionals, and leaders

WE ENCOURAGE OPEN DISCUSSION
- Conferences, meetings, and social events
- Oxford and parliamentary debates

WE STRENGTHEN THE BONDS BETWEEN OUR MEMBERS
- Integration trips
- Community projects

WE SUPPORT INTELLECTUAL INDEPENDENCE AMONG FELLOW CITIZENS
- Books, essays, and presence in the media
- Professional and academic peer-to-peer assistance

WE PROMOTE CULTURAL AWARENESS
- National and international study excursions
- Guest speakers and international partners
ACHIEVEMENTS

86 active members
15 national conferences
2 international conferences
13 workshops and seminars
5 books and 1 research bulletin
+300 speakers
+1000 event attendees
The conference encouraged and aimed to present political, philosophical, and legal thought related to the determination of the limits of freedom of expression in relation to the American, European, and Polish legal systems, as well as reflections on the essence, meaning, and responsibility for the words in the modern world.

The interdisciplinary character of the event enabled the popularization of American history and law as well as American political and legal thought in the academic circles. In addition, we analyzed various interpretative doctrines of the U.S. Constitution.

During the conference, the speakers presented innovative and critical approaches to the views presented up to now and proposals for solving problems still questioned in American social, political, economic, and legal thought.

The growing immigration crisis, together with the burgeoning humanitarian disaster in the Middle East, prompted the organization of a conference devoted to this subject.
OUR TEAM

The Center For American Studies continues the mission of the American Law Society from the Faculty of Law and Administration of the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań – a student organization founded in early 2016 by a group of American law, history, politics, and economics passionates.
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STOWARZYSZENIE CENTER FOR AMERICAN STUDIES jest wpisane do REJESTRU STOWARZYSZEŃ INNYCH
ORGANIZACJI SPÓŁCZNYCH I ZAWODOWYCH, FUNDACJI ORAZ SAMODZIEJNICH PUBLICZNYCH ZAKŁADÓW
OPIEKI ZDROWOTNEJ prowadzonego przez Sąd Rejonowy Poznań - Nowe Miasto i Wilda w Poznaniu VIII Wydział.
Gospodarczy Krajowego Rejestru Sądowego.
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